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Abstract
MANET has drawn attention to researcher nowadays because of their uplifting demand. Wireless interface is endangered to different threats, as this network allows wireless technology and the procedure is very tough to defend or enhance the solidity of wireless network. In this analysis, least square and least deviated regression techniques are wielded to assess the design of wireless network safety. Accuracy percentage is also restrained for both algorithms. Then absolute deviation correlation over median is plied to inflate the security due to worm hole, black hole and Sybil attack. To build up the security, we have tried to polish up the throughput, delay variance, route discovery time and hops per second using our MAD Correlation (Absolute Deviation over Median) algorithm. AODV routing algorithm is employed here. We have implemented our algorithms in MATLAB and at last made a comparative analysis on how our algorithms enhanced the safety in MANET from these threats.
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1. Introduction

Nodes of MANET serve as routers. Various data blocks are connected from starting node to destination, through different algorithms like DSR, AODV etc. among which we have chosen AODV algorithm, which uses conventional routing tables [1]. After training with 70%- 80% of data from data sets, we have to inspect the model with remaining data. Machine learning algorithms use trust vector to speculate the particular design from the model. Further we can divide machine learning technique into Classification [2] and Regression [3]. A dynamic, multi hop fashioned way is established by mobile ad hoc network [4] which is a variety of self-governing nodes. These nodes are at liberty to attach with network or detach from it any time because of their independency nature. Because of this, MANET [5] is not shielded to different threats.

Here, nodes are not trustworthy, because access points are not present between them. Due to diffuse design, many complex attacks are encountered by ad hoc network like, worm hole, black hole, Sybil etc.

Wormhole attack [6] creates a fake route between source node and terminating nodes. There is an intensity of prospect of replicating the data packets in between that route. It appears to be like that those affected routes take lesser amount of time to reach destination than the original one. We have enhanced the security of MANET by improving the delay variance, route discovery time, average throughput using our Median Absolute Deviation Correlation [7] Technique.

False presentation of data and without Advancing those, Black hole attack actually snatches the data packets. Path request and reply message must be communicated between two nodes. Affected node sends wrong information to the starting node in this event.

So, the packets full of data are dropped one after another by the affected node in black hole attack. Attackers can also grab in MANET by nodes that interact with one another without the central base station, and a spiteful node acts as different identities, called a Sybil attack [8]. Different conformity may be taken by Sybil [9] attackers, to impart messages to different path-ways.

To predict the pattern and mitigate wormhole attack [10] in MANET, many researchers have already used statistical experiments. Using SAM, we can achieve the multi path routing, for which worm hole attack is exposed. SAM has no concept of security and architecture. A dependable route is also researched by Cross Correlation process.

Absolute deviation about median is better approach to mitigate various attacks in ad hoc network. To do so, we have constructed an algorithm by using of which we have deduced the different quality of services of MANET and then tried to enhance them. Within this research, at first, we have estimated the pattern of different attacks using two modified regression techniques, based on deviated and squared value of two variables, packets sent to packets dropped. Following that, accuracy is also calculated for both of the algorithms and finally made a collation among them. After prediction, we have mitigated the Sybil, black hole and worm hole attacks using our modified algorithm. We have observed hop count, throughput, delay variance. If the utility of correlation of these factors scatters a lot
throughout a particular path, we can avoid those paths to strengthen the safety. In the context of low overhead, our algorithm is preferable approach than classical correlation analysis.

2. Background

In 2012, Fraser Cadger et. Al proposed machine learning methods centered on Regression [11], which predict the coordinates as continuous variable. Main target of this scrutiny was to find location prediction using different machine learning algorithms.

M. Thebiga and R. Sujipramila explained a secured and trustworthy method [12] to mitigate Black Hole attack in MANET, which is nothing but the advancement of correlation technique. They also proved the proposed method on different MANET quality of service. RRE and RREP techniques are also used by them in the algorithm and they used DSR routing technique.

Adwan Yasin and Mahmoud Abu Zant [13] enhanced AODV routing protocol using a novel timers-baiting technique. By using this technique, Black Hole attack was identified and isolated.

In the year 2014, Ankita Sharma and Sumit Vashistha modified the normal AODV protocol by minimizing the drop under MAC [14] error.


3. Proposed Methodology

To predict the degree of linearity or pattern of the different security attacks in ad hoc network, we have used two regression algorithms-

a. Least Square regression
b. Least Absolute Deviation regression

3.1. MLS Regression Algorithm for MANET

We have firstly sent some data packets from source to destination and calculated number of packets dropped. Then we have applied these two regression algorithms. After plotting the graph, we can observe that it follows a certain linear pattern. After that, best fitting curve is also measured. To predict the best fitting curve for (m1, n1), (m2, n2) ... (mK, nK), Where- m = Number of Packets dropped. n = Number of Packets sent.

Algorithm 1

Step 1: Find the median of the lost data packets (m) by security attacks and packets sent, $X = \frac{\sum m_i}{k}$
Step 2: Find the correlation coefficients between loss of packets and sent (slope of the line).
$t = \frac{\sum k (m_i - m) (n_i - n)}{n \sum (x_i - x)^2}$
Step 3: Find the data packets sent (y) intercept.
b = $n + b (m - m')$
Step 4: Use the slope t and the y intercept b to predict the pattern.
$Y = n + b (m - m')$

Finish: Plot the graph accordingly.

3.2. LAD Regression Algorithm for MANET

To calculate the relation between two variables, $E = \sum e^2 = \sum |(m_i - m')|$ is computed as least absolute deviation that is absolute value of deviated variable is taken in place of squared value. To predict the best fitting curve for (m1, n1), (m2, n2) ... (mK, nK), Where- m = Number of Packets dropped. n = Number of Packets sent.

Algorithm 2

Step 1: Find the average of the lost data packets (m) by security attacks and packets sent (n).
$X = \frac{\sum m_i}{K}$
$Y = \frac{\sum n_i}{K}$
Step 2: Find the correlation coefficients between loss of packets and sent (slope of the line).
$t = \frac{\sum k (m_i - m) (n_i - n)}{n \sum |x_i - x|}$
Step 3: Find the data packets sent (y) intercept.
b = $n + b (m - m')$
Step 4: Use the slope t and the y -intercept b to predict the pattern.
$Y = n + b (m - m')$

Finish: Plot the graph accordingly.

After the prediction, we have to enhance the security features by modifying delay variance, throughput, hops count and average time taken by the three attacks viz. worm hole, black hole and attacks. For this, we have used modified correlation algorithm, which is MAD correlation algorithm (Median Absolute Deviation) [16].
Algorithm 3
AD Correlation [17] about Median of random variable \( y \) and \( z \),

\[
\text{DCORR}_{\{y, z\}} = \frac{1}{4}[(D(y_1+z_1))^2 - (D(y_1-z_1))^2]
\]

Where, \( y_1 = \frac{y - E(y)}{D(y)} \), \( z_1 = \frac{z - E(z)}{D(z)} \)

Median deviated correlation algorithm to enhance the security,

**Step 1.** Origination of node \( s \), set \( s = 0 \) to \( s_{\text{max}} \).

**Step 2.** Set \( s = s_k - T_k \) (Number of transmission node)

**Step 3.** Generation of route path from \( T_k \) to destination.

**Step 4.** Start counter and then pass route message source.

**Step 5.** Receive reply message from route.

**Step 6.** If the interrelation is malicious, jump into step 8.

**Step 7.** Else, go on with the packets forwarding process.

**Step 8.** Compute corr\(_{\text{coeff}}\) from data.

**Step 9.** If the value of AD-Corr\(_{\text{coeff}}\) is much more than normal value, jump into step 11.

**Step 10.** Otherwise, continue the packet accelerating.

**Step 11.** Report intruder.

4. Results and Discussions

Using Mat Lab simulator, we have first predicted the character of pattern between packets sent to dropped for 3 attacks. We have used both the regression techniques to do so. After that, using our MAD correlation [17] algorithm, we have enhanced the security by modifying throughput, delay variance, hop count, average time taken. Nine nodes are taken as input.

From the figures 1 and 2, we can observe the projection of worm hole attack follows mostly linear pattern using the two algorithms. So, we can also conclude the best fitting curve or straight line to appraise the degree of relatedness between the packets sent to packets dropped by this attack. Similarly, the prediction for other two attacks are also recorded below, which also follow the linear pattern.
Some quality of services are enlisted for three attacks and tried to enhance them using our median absolute deviation correlation algorithm. If the MAD correlation coefficient is much greater than 0.95, then the path is signified as affected and we can avoid the path. By improving the factors, we can enhance the reliability of MANET [18].
The black hole attack is prevented using our algorithm and after that delay variance and other features are also modified by which security of ad hoc network got enhanced.

The blue lines in the figure 14 and 15 are showing the features using modified algorithm [19] which is better than previous condition, that is when attack was committed. For each figure, this is observed from our simulated result, that our algorithm works well for quality of services [20] of three security attacks in wireless ad hoc network very well.
5 Conclusions

The pattern of packets dropped with the packets sent by three different attacks are estimated 1st, viz. worm hole, black hole, and Sybil attacks.

To do so, two regression techniques are applied as MLS and LAD. We have observed that this pattern is mostly linear for both of the algorithms but least square regression gives more accuracy than absolute deviation regression for all the three attacks. When outliers are present in our dataset, then least absolute deviation gives better result.

After that, we have mitigated the security attacks using our median deviated correlation algorithm. Whenever the correlation coefficient is very high for any route, we can avoid that path. By this technique we have enhanced the Quality of Service as Throughput, Delay Variance, Average route discovery time, and number of Hops. From the graph, we can say that our Absolute Deviation algorithm has minimized the attack caused by worm hole, black hole, and Sybil. So, we can say that our ad hoc network security is also got enhanced.

Here, we have presented a comparative study to establish the effectiveness of our algorithm on 3 different security attacks.
Table 1: Comparative Study of Effectiveness of Our Proposed Absolute Deviation Algorithm about Median Between MANET Security Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worm Hole Attack</th>
<th>Black Hole Attack</th>
<th>Sybil Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted pattern is mostly linear</td>
<td>Predicted pattern is mostly linear</td>
<td>Predicted pattern is mostly linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD Corr value is 0.96 or higher</td>
<td>MAD Corr value is 0.94 or higher</td>
<td>MAD Corr value is 0.94 or higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security attacks are enhanced by mostly 82%</td>
<td>Security attacks are enhanced by mostly 78%</td>
<td>Security attacks are enhanced by mostly 73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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